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Abstract— For autonomous driving in urban environments
it is usually assumed that the road is flat. To drive off-road,
however, we need a more sophisticated model of the ground
surface. While previous work is mapping the terrain along
with static obstacles, we propose to separate the tasks and
introduce a new approach to probabilistic terrain estimation. It
combines recursive Gaussian state estimation with a subsequent
maximum a posteriori estimation. This allows us to efficiently
accumulate obtained measurements and at the same time get
a probabilistic terrain estimate based on a geometric terrain
model. This way, also (measurement) uncertainties as well
as inter- and extrapolation to unobserved areas are handled
stochastically correct. We demonstrate the effectiveness and
real-time capability of our approach using real-world data.

I. INTRODUCTION

Environmental perception is essential for behavioral plan-
ning and control of all autonomous vehicles. For off-road
navigation, we are particularly interested in a model of
the ground surface as well as the localization of potential
obstacles in order to identify drivable areas.

Up to now, our institute covered both tasks in one single
terrain map [1], [2], [3] based on traditional occupancy grids.
Besides estimating occupancy probabilities, terrain maps also
accumulate the minimum and maximum measured height of
each cell in the obstacle grid and derive combined terrain and
obstacle elevation and gradients. Similarly, hybrid elevation
maps [4] map both the ground surface and obstacles by
taking into account the minimum, mean, and maximum
heights of all measurements falling in one grid cell (although
the heights are not accumulated over time but obtained from
a single high-resolution scan). Different to [1], however,
obstacles are removed from the mean elevation map and
modeled independently of the ground level by their minimum
and maximum extent. This is an idea we want to take up.

However, even though obstacles can be represented suffi-
ciently well with such accumulated grids – for the terrain we
want to supplement the temporal accumulation by additional
spatial smoothing to get a probabilistic estimate for a smooth
and continuous terrain surface without holes. So we separate
the two tasks: On the one hand, we adapt the probabilistic
obstacle grid of [1] to an obstacle mapping which is indepen-
dent of the ground height and represents obstacles by their
minimum and maximum extent like in [4]. Thus, different
to [1], this obstacle mapping can also model overhanging
structures as can be seen in Fig. 1. On the other hand, we
propose a novel approach to recursive terrain estimation.
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Fig. 1: Example for our static environment model consisting of a
smooth terrain estimation (grid color coded by its height) and an
obstacle map (red boxes). Note how the overhanging street sign is
modeled in 2.5D (compared to the terrain map shown in Fig. 13a).

II. RELATED WORK

The idea to map obstacles in a 2D grid map goes back
to Moravec and Elfes [5]. Many projects build on these
grid maps, in autonomous driving e.g. [6] and [7]. In [8]
the grid map is extended by obstacle height information
similar to [4] to create a stixel representation. Other possible
representations are 3D grids [9] and polygons [10]. However,
apart from [1] and [4], the published static environment
models use ground information just to segment potential
obstacles without creating an actual terrain model. This is as
most researchers focus on urban driving where the ground
is considered to be flat and such approximated by a plane.

For small mobile robots that are supposed to navigate
through rough terrain, the ground is usually modeled by
simple elevation maps. In addition to an accumulated height
value, the mean and variance of each cell’s measurements
can be stored [11]. Going further, in [12], a certainty value
for the estimated height of a grid cell is incremented after
filtering the measurements based on their plausibility.

Nevertheless, for large vehicles driving with high speed,
a smooth and continuous estimate of the terrain is needed.
Thus, [13] and [14] model the terrain more geometrically and
calculate slopes using B-splines. To fill voids and discontinu-
ities, other methods are using Gaussian Processes [15], [16],
space-carving kernels [17] or radial basis functions [18].
While they are able to handle uncertainties and fill gaps with
incomplete sensor data in a statistically sound way, their time
complexity makes real-time application difficult. Moreover,
the slopes are not part of the estimation process and must be
derived afterwards. Our probabilistic terrain estimation based
on the optimization of a recursive state estimate directly
estimates terrain height and slopes in real-time.



III. ARCHITECTURE

Instead of offering an all-in-one solution, we separate the
tasks of obstacle mapping and terrain estimation. The basic
measurement for both modules is a 3D point cloud, which
can either be captured by a LiDAR sensor or obtained by
stereo camera processing. Using a preceding point cloud
segmentation (e.g. [19] for LiDAR measurements or [20]
for stereo point clouds), the two modules can run inde-
pendently of each other, as it is illustrated in Fig. 2. One
example for the resulting models can be seen in Fig. 1.
More scenes can be found at https://www.mucar3.de/
icra2021-terrain-estimation.
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Fig. 2: Flowchart of the proposed static environment model. The
red boxes show the modules developed in this work.

A. Obstacle Mapping
Our obstacle mapping is based on the terrain maps pro-

posed by Jaspers et al. [1], but has been reimplemented using
the universal grid map library from Fankhauser and Hutter
[21] and its ROS interfaces. The ROS library manages 2D
grid maps with multiple layers and takes care of moving and
wrapping an ego-centered grid for efficient memory usage.

These terrain maps are improved in such a way that the
obstacle heights are considered independently of the ground
height. Instead of segmenting the ground first like in [4],
we rely on the much faster point cloud segmentation to
identify obstacle points. Overhanging structures are tackled
by accumulating the minimum and maximum height of
the points that were classified as obstacle in addition to
estimating the occupancy probability. This way, for example,
a branch under which a car could easily drive does not mark
the whole cell as occupied. Furthermore, the semantics of
ground and obstacle can be specified separately. In contrast
to a 3D or voxel grid, this 2.5D grid can be implemented
very efficiently. The obstacles can still be visualized in 3D
by displaying them as boxes between their minimum and
maximum height, as can be seen in Fig. 1.

Forming a classic occupancy grid, the architecture of the
resulting obstacle map can be summarized as:

1) Grid-based: rasterization over cells
2) Layers: occupancy probability, minimum and maxi-

mum obstacle height
3) Architecture: one grid wrapped around the ego vehicle
4) Resolution: fine, cell length of 0.2m
5) Cycle time: depends on sensor input
For the sake of our new approach to terrain estimation, the

obstacle mapping is not discussed in more detail here and we
refer the reader to [1] for the fundamentals on accumulating
occupancy probabilities using an inverse sensor model.

B. Terrain Estimation

Although our terrain estimation is also grid-based, it
follows a different idea:

1) Grid-based: cell centers as support points
2) Layers: ground height and information (accumulated

and smoothed), slope in x- and y-direction
3) Architecture: grid is divided into smaller tiles which

are stationary
4) Resolution: coarse, cell length of 1.6m
5) Cycle time: fix
Other than occupancy, height and slope are spatially

continuous variables closely related to their neighboring
cells. Thus, the grid cells are not used for rasterization,
but their centers form support points for a more complex
terrain model. This way the grid can be of lower resolution,
especially since in (off-road) driving scenarios no sudden
changes in the altitude are to be expected.

As it will be described in Section IV, the terrain estimation
is formulated as a maximum a posteriori problem and its
update includes solving a non-linear optimization problem.
To allow flexible large-scale terrain mapping and to be able
to reduce the computational complexity, the grid is divided
into smaller tiles of 9× 9 cells. The single tiles are stationary
and can be dynamically created, deleted, and selected for
optimization. This way maximum flexibility is given and a
fixed cycle time can be guaranteed.

IV. PROBABILISTIC TERRAIN ESTIMATION

We propose to tackle the terrain estimation task by com-
bining recursive Gaussian state estimation and a maximum
a posteriori (MAP) formulation. The main strengths are:
• Efficient accumulation of the obtained measurements
• Simple and flexible modeling of the geometric terrain

properties
• Stochastically correct processing of measurement

uncertainties and inter-/extrapolation of the heights in
unobserved areas

• Derived quantities, such as slopes, are fundamental
components of the estimation process

• Convenient incorporation of further measurements
• Calculation in real-time is possible
As visualized in Fig. 3, our proposed terrain estimation

consists of three steps, which will be described in more detail
in the following sections:

1) Derive measurements for the grid cell centers from the
input point cloud (Figs. 3a and 3b)

2) Accumulate the measurements cell-wise (Fig. 3c)
3) Solve a common maximum a posteriori problem to

obtain a terrain estimate which is in accordance with
the modeled properties of the terrain (Fig. 3d)

The underlying data structure for the grid tiles is again
the universal grid map library [21]. Note, that in their
visualization, which we are using in all figures throughout
this paper, the corners of the visualized grid represent the cell
centers of the actual grid. Thus, at least three neighboring
grid cells are required to be visualized as one triangle.

https://www.mucar3.de/icra2021-terrain-estimation
https://www.mucar3.de/icra2021-terrain-estimation


(a) Raw LiDAR point cloud (b) Measurements (c) Accumulated height (d) Smoothed height

Fig. 3: Example for the resulting terrain grids after the different processing stages. Similar to the scene depicted in Fig. 1, we are driving
next to a highway. A guard rail causes occlusions (a, b, c), measurements resulting from cars driving on the highway lead to wrong terrain
heights after temporal accumulation (c), and the accumulation of the own road is noisy (c). All of this is resolved in the spatial smoothing
step (d). All subfigures use the same color coding from blue for low height values to red for the highest estimated height values.

A. Point Measurements

As basic measurements we use the segmented 3D point
cloud and map its ground points to grid cells. Since we are
looking for the height of the grid cells’ centers, which are
our supporting points, we try to fit a plane to all points in
one cell using RANSAC. The height of a cell center can
then be calculated from the plane coefficients. If the grid cell
contains less than three measurements or RANSAC fails to fit
a plane, the centroid of all points is used. Since both a LiDAR
sensor and stereo matching provide noisy measurements, the
measurements are filtered over time as it is described in the
following section.

B. Temporal Measurement Accumulation

For temporal filtering of the measurements, an information
filter, a special variant of the Kalman filter, is applied
independently for each cell.

Instead of estimating the state x̂
(c)
k of a cell c (in our case

the height of the cell center) and its covariance P̂
(c)
k at time

step k like a traditional Kalman filter, the information filter
estimates the information vector

î
(c)
k = x̂

(c)
k Î

(c)
k , (1)

with the information matrix

Î
(c)
k =

(
P̂

(c)
k

)−1
, (2)

both scalars in our case. The information matrix therefore
measures the certainty of the estimated state. The advantage
of the information filter here is that the state of “no informa-
tion available yet” can be neatly represented by a value of
zero for the information. With the Kalman filter, this state,
which is the initial state of every grid cell, would correspond
to a covariance of infinity, leading to numerical problems.

The update of the predicted information vector i
∗(c)
k as

well as the predicted information matrix I
∗(c)
k with a mea-

surement y(c)k and its information (inverted noise covariance)
Y
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Since we are estimating static ground points which will
not move, the state transition is the identity matrix and the
prediction simplifies to

i
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As a result, update and prediction of the information vector
can be combined to
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so we can directly update the state
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This corresponds to an accumulation of the measurements
weighted with their information. The scalar measurement,
height, and information values of all grid cells of one tile
are stored in corresponding grid layers resp. matrices. Using
the full matrices, the accumulation of a tile can be calculated
very efficiently in a single step.

The resulting accumulated heights are used in the subse-
quent spatial smoothing as a constraint for an optimization
problem (see Eq. (9)). The accumulated information serves
as a weighting factor. Since there is always a remaining
uncertainty whether a measured point is a ground point at
all, the information is limited to a maximum value so that
the measurements are not weighted infinitely at some point.

C. Ego Height Measurements
As it can be seen in Fig. 3a and 3b, LiDAR or stereo

sensors usually can not observe the cells underneath the ego
vehicle. However, since the car is standing on the ground to
be measured, the geometry of this area can be derived by
the ego position and orientation.

Having estimated the ego vehicle’s height, pitch, and roll,
one can obtain measurements for height and slope of the
ground point underneath the car. From this, measurements
for the centers of the corresponding grid cells can be in-
terpolated. Note that in addition to the cell’s height also
constraints for the slopes are obtained. So far, these could
only be estimated indirectly. Figure 4 shows an example of
such measurements from a moving car.

Since the ego pose is already filtered within the ego-
motion estimation, these measurements do not need to be
filtered again and are directly used in the next step.



Fig. 4: Grid of measurements obtained by the ego-motion esti-
mation of a car driving down a hill. The information gained here
perfectly complements the measurements of a LiDAR sensor.

D. Spatial Smoothing by Maximum a Posteriori Estimation

The second step of our proposed terrain estimation ap-
proach is to combine the accumulated height measurements
with a probabilistic model of the terrain surface using the
Rule of Bayes, i. e. formulating the estimation task as a
maximum a posteriori problem. This means, that we are
seeking to find the most probable state vector x, given all
measurements y and the prior distribution for x.

In our case, the measurements are the accumulated height
measurements and the ego height and orientations, both
described in the two previous sections. The modeled prior
information is split into two parts. On the one hand, we
assume deviations from the modeled terrain, which is deter-
mined by its height and slope values, as normally distributed.
For example, a change in the height of several meters
between neighboring control points with a slope of zero
at the respective cells is extremely unlikely. However, a
moderate change in elevation with a corresponding slope is
very likely. On the other hand, the slopes are assumed to
follow a probability distribution themselves.

Since both, the measurement uncertainty and the prior
distribution can be assumed to be Gaussian in our case,
the MAP problem is equivalent to the minimization of
a corresponding least squares cost function consisting of
measurement and prior residuals. Accordingly, the estimated
(smoothed) terrain is given by

x̂k =argmin
xk

{∑
c

∥∥∥r(c)meas.(xk,yk)
∥∥∥2+ (8)

∑
(c,c+)

∥∥∥r(c→c+)
consist. (xk)

∥∥∥2 +∑
c

∥∥∥r(c)reg.(xk)
∥∥∥2}.

Here all parameters describing the terrain are summarized
in the vector x and all (accumulated) measurements in y.
Since x̂ contains the heights and slopes of all cells, the
solution of the optimization problem of Eq. (8) also includes
predictions for cells without any height measurements as it is
shown in Fig. 5. For this inter- and/or extrapolation process
the probabilistic model of the terrain is decisive. The residual
functions r(·) are described in detail in the following:

a) Measurement Residuals: The first element of the
measurement residual vector r(c)meas. is given by the difference
between the estimated and the accumulated height, weighted
with the accumulated information for the respective cell c:∥∥∥r(c)meas.[0](x)

∥∥∥2 =
[
x̂
(c)
k − h(c)(x)

]2
· Î(c)k (9)

Fig. 5: An example for the probabilistic interpolation of the
terrain for cells where no directly measured and accumulated height
information (visualized by red boxes) is available.

Please note that it would also be possible to add residuals for
each raw measurement obtained from the single point clouds.
This would however make the calculation of the cost function
more and more complex and computationally expensive. The
use of accumulated measurements yields a constant number
of measurement residuals and thus a constant run time.

For the cells for which measurements from the ego vehicle
are available, additional residual values are given by

r
(c)
meas.[1](x) =

[
h
(c)
ego ground − h(c)(x)

]
· wego height, (10)

r
(c)
meas.[2](x) =

[
m(c)

xego ground
−m(c)

x (x)
]
· wego slope, (11)

r
(c)
meas.[3](x) =

[
m(c)

yego ground
−m(c)

y (x)
]
· wego slope, (12)

where wego height and wego slope are the inverse values of the
respective measurement standard deviations.

b) Consistency Residuals: The consistency residuals
ensure that the estimated terrain parameters are in accordance
with the assumed model. As Fig. 8 shows, it connects every
cell c to all of its neighboring cells, here denoted by c+, and
is defined as the difference between the predicted and the
estimated height, weighted by a certain factor:

r
(c→c+)
consist. (x) =

[
h
(c→c+)
model (x)− h(c+)(x)

]
· wconsist. (13)

The predicted height can for example be calculated using a
simple first order function

h
(c→c+)
model (x) = h(c)(x) +

[
dx(c, c

+)
dy(c, c

+)

]> [
m

(c)
x (x)

m
(c)
y (x)

]
, (14)

with dx(c, c
+) and dy(c, c

+) representing the respective
distance components between two cells and m

(c)
x and m

(c)
y

being the assumed slopes. Other functions of higher order
(e. g. including curvature) could be used likewise.

c) Regularization Residuals: Finally, the prior distribu-
tion of the slope values is taken into account. While different
distributions could be realized, we have assumed a Gaussian
distribution of all slopes with a mean value of zero and a
standard deviation of 1/wreg.:

r(c)reg.(x) =

[
mx(x)
my(x)

]
· wreg. (15)



(a) Unconnected tiles (b) Connected and overlapping tiles

Fig. 6: Visualization of the importance to connect the separate tiles:
in areas with few accumulated measurements (red boxes) the terrain
shows steps otherwise.

E. Solving for the Estimated Terrain

The optimization problem of Eq. (8) can either be solved
for the whole terrain at once or it can be split into separate
independently optimized tiles. Both approaches have their
pros and cons. Smoothing all tiles together certainly provides
the most accurate solution, but it also requires to solve an
optimization problem with a potentially very large number
of optimization parameters.

Smoothing the single tiles separately, on the other hand,
limits the number of optimization parameters considered at
the same time. However, doing so without further adjust-
ments leads to discontinuities at the tile borders as shown
in Fig. 6. As it is obviously important that neighboring cells
are connected to each other even if they belong to different
tiles, we propose a connection and tile overlapping scheme as
depicted in Fig. 8. It does not only consider the consistency
to the cells of the neighboring tile but also adds the border
regions of the neighboring cells to the optimization problem.
For these cells, of course, again their internal measurement,
consistency, and prior residuals are taken into account. To
ensure that the overlapping cells are still consistent with the
rest of the neighbor tile, the outermost row is set constant.
With this connection scheme, the optimization of a single tile
affects up to 9 tiles and yields the same results as smoothing
the whole terrain at once after just a few iterations, as we
show in the next section.

To limit the computing time, only tiles in a certain area in
front of the car are being optimized. If a maximum number
of tiles is exceeded, the tile that has not been optimized for
the longest time is deleted to free memory.

The modeling and solving of the non-linear optimization
problems is done using the Ceres Solver [22]. The library
also allows to estimate the covariance of the resulting solu-
tion as shown in Fig. 7 by

P(x̂) =
[
J(x̂)>J(x̂)

]−1
, (16)

where J represents the Jacobian matrix of the cost function.

Fig. 7: Illustration of the interpolation between accumulated mea-
surements (shown as crosses). The blue line shows the resulting
smoothed terrain along with its uncertainty indicated in gray.

Fig. 8: Proposed connection scheme between the grid tiles visual-
ized for tiles with 4 × 4 cells and an overlap of 1. Green: cells of
the tile being optimized. Blue: cells of neighboring tiles (overlap)
also being optimized. Black: cell of neighboring tiles incorporated
in the optimization process, but not being changed. Red arrows:
consistency residuals between cells.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the following, we provide insight into the practical
application of the proposed probabilistic terrain estimation.

A. Influence of the Consistency Weight Factor

Figure 9 shows the influence of the weight factor wconsist..
Lower values lead to a higher influence of the noisy mea-
surements and thus to a very rough terrain surface as a result.
Higher values, on the other hand, yield a very smooth terrain,
which still follows the course of the measurements.

Fig. 9: Illustration of the influence of the smoothing using different
weights wconsist.. The crosses show accumulated measurements
with an information of Î = 0.1. The solid lines represent the
smoothed terrain using different weight factors for the smoothing.

B. Convergence Behavior and Timing Analysis

The required computation time for solving the MAP
optimization problem is an important property, especially
for real-time applications. Here, the choice of the linear
solver used during the optimization process is crucial. Using
dense QR decomposition leads to a complexity of O(n3) and
thus to computation times of more than 300 s when solving
a terrain consisting of 30 tiles. This makes it infeasible
for real-time applications. However, using a sparse normal
Cholesky decomposition instead, the solving time for 30 tiles
is reduced to 38ms increasing linearly with the number of
tiles (see Fig. 10). All presented results were obtained using
a single core of an Intel c© CoreTM i7-8700K CPU running
at 3.70GHz.



Fig. 10: The required computation time to solve the MAP optimiza-
tion problem for smoothing the terrain depending on the included
number of tiles and the solving strategy – all tiles at once in one
optimization problem (orange) vs. sequential solving of the tiles
with different overlaps.

Fig. 11: The convergence behavior of the tile-based optimization
compared to solving one huge optimization problem. For different
kinds of tile connections, the plot shows the number of iterations
after which the same result is reached as if all cells were optimized
together (resulting in zero RMS offset as illustrated in orange). An
overlap of 1 between the different tiles is depicted in Fig. 8.

Figure 10 also indicates that the approach of solving the
tiles separately (see Section IV-E) can provide a significant
speed-up compared to the combined solving of all tiles at
once – especially when considering a relatively large area.
The speedup is reduced, however, with higher overlaps. A
lower overlap, on the other hand, leads to significantly slower
convergence. Figure 11 clearly shows that the strategy of the
sequential solution is justified and finally leads to the same
solution as the batch approach.

C. Qualitative Evaluations and Comparisons

Besides the actual height, the slopes are also a very
important result of the terrain estimation. For classical grid-
based terrain maps, a typical approach for the calculation of
the slopes is to use finite differences between the elevation of
adjacent cells. This, however, increases the noise present in
the data, as Fig. 12 shows. In the plot we compare the slope
values resulting from our probabilistic approach to the slopes
resulting from a simple finite difference approximation.
Obviously, the MAP estimation yields significantly smoother
and much more plausible slope values for the terrain. Further-
more, Fig. 12 also shows how the interpolation of missing
height values and slopes is performed.

Finally, Fig. 13 shows exemplary results of the terrain
maps [1]. In contrast to our approach, here, the street
sign blocks the whole cell, we can observe errors in the
accumulation, and the terrain surface is noisy. The terrain
maps offer a better resolution compared to our approach,
however, this mainly results in more measurement noise.

Fig. 12: The results of the smoothing step shown by means of a 1D
section from real-world data. The upper plot shows the accumulated
and smoothed heights, and the lower plot compares the estimated
slopes m̂x to slopes m(haccum.) derived from the accumulated
heights directly by considering finite differences.

(a) (b)

Fig. 13: Terrain maps [1] for the example scenes in Figs. 1 and 3.
The cells are colored by their height (red: low to yellow: high).
Unlike in our environment model in Fig. 1, the overhanging street
sign in (a) is modeled as a closed block. The scene in (b) not only
has accumulation errors on the highway, but also discontinuities on
the own path. Our spatial smoothing resolves both (see Fig. 3d).

VI. CONCLUSION

We present a new approach to probabilistic terrain estima-
tion for autonomous off-road driving that is independent of
the presence of obstacles and their localization. A recursive
Gaussian state estimation is combined with solving a maxi-
mum a posteriori problem. After accumulating measurements
at support points using an information filter, a smooth terrain
estimate based on the measurement uncertainties and a
flexible geometric model of the ground surface is obtained
by optimization. This also allows stochastically correct inter-
and extrapolation to unobserved areas including an estimate
for the covariances of height and slopes.

Compared to simple grid-based terrain maps, the approach
provides very smooth elevation profiles even for very noisy
input data and provides estimates for the slopes directly. In
contrast to Gaussian Process-based terrain estimation, linear
time complexity can be achieved without approximations,
allowing for real-time applications on robots.

Future work might include dynamically adjusting the
resolution, which would allow us to represent fine terrain
structures while maintaining real-time capabilities.
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